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Abstract
Using a mobile dataset from Orange Senegal small cell 4G network, we study the effect of variables such
as data tra�c at the downlink level, data tra�c at the uplink level, total data tra�c, maximum number of
active users, signaling protocol, uplink user rate, downlink user rate, physical resource block rate for
downlink, block rate physical resources for uplink, load data logging, channel quality indicator, downlink
radio delay average, over the perceived rate at the downlink. We are looking to �nd the variable that most
affects the perceived �ow. We do this by using machine learning to �nd the variable that closely explains
the variation in perceived �ow and helps predict �ow with greater accuracy. We observe that correlation
analysis is unable to �nd a hidden relationship between throughput and other variables. With models
such as linear regression, decision tree, random forest, multi-layered perceptron and deep neural network,
the channel quality indicator (CQI_Avg) turns out to be the variable that more closely explains the
variation in perceived �ow and more accurately contributes to the prediction compared to others
variables.

1 Introduction
Today we are witnessing an exponential growth in mobile tra�c following the deployment of very high
speed mobile networks such as 3G, 4G / LTE and 5G [1]. A key factor in the success of a mobile telephone
operator is therefore its ability to meet subscribers' expectations in terms of coverage. Therefore, small
cells are widely deployed and will continue to play a very important role in the presence of next generation
cellular networks like the �fth generation (5G). Small cells may experience a problem related to the quality
of the channel.

Considering the very high speed applications to come, the effect of the quality of the channel on the
variation of the rate perceived at the level of the downlink is of signi�cant interest and the CQI_Avg is one
of the variables whose relation with the perceived rate of downlink (DL_perceived_throughput) is
discussed in this article. Channel quality indicator (CQI) reporting is an analysis tool for LTE systems to
evaluate user quality of experience at the MAC-level throughput [2]. Such an indicator contributes to the
QoS assessment. By using the CQI values and other protocols, the work in [2] developed an analytical
method to calculate the MAC-level downlink throughput of LTE systems in the presence of Rayleigh
fading. In our work, we assess the average CQI impact as a variable in�uencer of the user perceived-
throughput.

The spectrum scarcity has led to a comprehensive work on license assisted access such as LTE systems
accessing WiFi spectrum. The impact of unlicensed shared in-band signaling is presented in [3] by
assessing the in�uence that such signaling has on the performance of both the LTE and WiFi systems.
Thus, an assessment of the impact of downlink shared channel control signaling for the indoor
coexistence scenario is presented [3]. In [4] the authors model the downlink packet scheduling problem
for cellular networks, which optimizes throughput, fairness, and packet drop rate. They proposed a Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) framework with the Actor-Critical Advantage (A2C) algorithm for the
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optimization problem. The authors in [5] have developed practical user scheduling algorithms for
downstream burst tra�c with an emphasis on user fairness. They propose to use the user rate of 5% tile
(5TUDR) as a metric to assess user fairness.

The transmission rate is a very important metric which allows to optimize the quality of service for the
users of mobile networks. Prior knowledge of throughput on different channels can help in choosing the
best channel in an overlapping Basic Service Set (BSS) deployment to mitigate inter-BSS interference [6].
Arti�cial intelligence (AI) has become the revolutionary technology of the 20th century and has found
multiple applications in �elds ranging from weather forecasting, astronomical exploration to autonomous
systems [7].

In this work, we use machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) to �nd a hidden relationship between
variables in Orange Senegal's small cell 4G mobile network, by performing analyzes on datasets large-
scale motives collected from small cells. In this study, our objective is to use the techniques of ML
(Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Linear Regression (LR)) and DL (Deep Neural Network (DNN),
Multi-Layer Perceptron ( MLP)), on a mobile dataset to �nd the variable in the 4G network that can more
accurately explain the variation in perceived throughput at the downlink level and predict the perceived
throughput with greater accuracy. A comparison between a deep learning technique such as a Deep
Neural Network (DNN) and those used in our previous work [8] is made using the evaluation metrics. We
perform correlation analysis and prediction analysis. We use the root mean square error to evaluate the
performance of a variable used to predict the perceived �ow on the downstream. In addition, the
performance of a prediction model is evaluated in terms of prediction accuracy, root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE).

From the correlation analysis, one can imagine that the user downlink throughput is more likely to act as
a reasonable predictor of the perceived throughput while the other variables should not reasonably
predict the perceived throughput at the level of the user. downlink. The meaning of each of these
variables is given in Table 1.

Predictive analysis gives an RMSE of 6.04 and 5.43 when CQI_Avg is used to generate the DNN and RF
model respectively. When used to generate the DT model, the CQI_Avg achieves an RMSE of 5.78. We get
an RMSE of 5.65 and 5.72 for LR and MLP respectively when this same variable is used to generate each
of these models. Comparison between the ML and DL algorithms using real 4G data sets shows that
DNN offers the highest accuracy and best RMSE (i.e. accuracy = 96.1%, RMSE = 0.73), followed by RF
(93.31%, 0.83), LR (91.75%, 0.92), DT (81.01%, 1.40) and MLP (75.73%, 1.58) respectively. Thus the DNN
outperforms other algorithms.

The contributions of this article are:

After deploying 7 small Star Pole type cells to ensure indoor coverage and increased capacity, we
collected a set of raw data exchanged between these 7 small cells for a period of more than three
months, from August 3, 2020 to November 10, 2020. By de�nition, small cells of the Pôle Star type
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are a speci�c dedicated solution for indoor coverage which has been set up by Huawei and which
calls it Pôle Star.

Mobile data in raw form is not suitable for use as input in ML and DL models. Therefore, the data
preprocessing and the choice of interesting features for our study are carried out.

This work compared different ML and DL algorithms available for data processing and identi�ed
DNN as the best model to predict the perceived throughput at the downlink level of Orange Senegal’s
4G small cell network. Additionally, this work applied ML and DL to discover CQI_Avg, as the variable
among others that more accurately predicts and therefore most signi�cantly affects perceived
throughput on 4G.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents previous studies focused on the
use of machine learning techniques for prediction. Section 3 details the materials, dataset description,
data preprocessing, and data analysis of the regression algorithms used. The stages in performing the
various analyzes are presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the results of these analyzes. Section 6
summarizes the results.

2 Related Works
ML and DL techniques like LR, DT, RF, MLP and DNN have been widely used in the literature for prediction
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19]. Linear regression is used to predict the values of a dependent
variable by observing an independent variable. We use the LinearRegression [20] function in the Sklearn
package [21] in python to generate the model from the training dataset using LR. A DT is a nonparametric
algorithm and can model arbitrarily complex relationships between inputs and outputs, without any a
priori assumptions. DT are capable of handling heterogeneous data. DT inherently implement feature
selection, making them robust to irrelevant or noisy variables. Further details on decision tree algorithms
can be found in [22]. RF is a statistical or ML algorithm for prediction. RF has the ability to model highly
nonlinear relationships. This is a very powerful ensemble method [23] which combines the results of
many DT. The end result of this RF algorithm is the average of all developed trees. We use the
RandomForestRegressor class from the Sklearn.ensemble library in python to solve regression issues
through a random forest. We also use the DecisionTreeRegressor and RandomForestRegressor functions
in the Sklearn package in python to generate the models from the set of training data using DT and RF,
respectively. ANNs (or MLPs) are supervised learning algorithms used to model the complex nonlinear
relationship between one or more inputs (characteristics) and a true-valued output (target). The goal of
neural networks is therefore to train a network with the available data in order to have the best possible
correlation between the measured output data and those estimated [24]. MLPs are layered architectures
typically arranged as an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. In this work we set the
size of the input layer to 13 which corresponds to the number of features in our dataset. The
MLPRegressor function in the Sklearn package in python is used to generate the model from the training
dataset using MLP. DNN is a class of machine learning algorithms similar to the arti�cial neural network
and aims to mimic the information processing of the brain. The DNN models are recently becoming very
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popular due to their excellent performance to learn not only the nonlinear input–output mapping but also
the underlying structure of the input data vectors [25]. Details on DNNs can be found in the following
works, [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34].

3 Materials, Dataset And Machine Learning Algorithms

3.1 Materials
The materials used in this study include the following packages and libraries: Numpy, Pandas, SciPy,
Scikit-Learn, Tensor�ow, Keras and Matplotlib. We used an HP laptop with an Intel (R) Celeron (R) N3350
processor, 4 GB of memory.

3.2 Dataset
The dataset used for our analysis is provided by Orange Senegal. This dataset is collected from the 4G
radio access network called LTE (Long Term Evolution). The Small Cell solution of the type is a speci�c
solution dedicated to indoor coverage and capacity building which has been set up by Huawei. In total, 7
sites (MASSALIK_P1, MASSALIK_P2, MASSALIK_P3, MASSALIK_P4, MASSALIK_P5, MASSALIK_P6,
MASSALIK_P8) of the type have been deployed at the zone level. Thus, we collected a set of data on
Orange Senegal's 4G mobile network on these 7 Pôles Stars sites. However, choosing all the available
variables in a dataset is not always a good option as it can lead to poor predictions. The descript the
variables is given in Table 1. After preprocessing we get a dataset with 583 rows and 13 columns,
DL_perceived_throughput is the target variable. An overview of the statistical distribution of this data set
is presented in “Fig. 13”.
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Table 1
Description of the dataset

Variables Description

DL_Tra�c (GB) Represents downlink data tra�c

Tra�c_UL (GB) Represents uplink data tra�c

Total_Tra�c (GB) Represents total data tra�c

Active_user_Max Represents the maximum number of
active users

RRC_user_Max De�nes the protocol allowing the UE
and the l’(e)NB to exchange signaling

throughput_UL_user (Kbit/s) Represents the user throughput of the
uplink

Throughput_DL_user (Kbit/s) Represents the user throughput of the
downlink

DL_PRB_Rate Represents the physical resource block
rate for the downlink

UL_PRB_Rate Represents the physical resource block
rate for the uplink

CDR Represents charging data recording

CQI_Avg Represents the channel quality
indicator

Radio_DL_Delay_avg De�nes the average of the downlink
radio delay

DL_perceived_throughput (Mbps) Represents the perceived throughput of
the downlink

MASSALIK_P1, MASSALIK_P2, MASSALIK_P3,
MASSALIK_P4, MASSALIK_P5, MASSALIK_P6,
MASSALIK_P8

Represents small Pole Star type cells
(or Pole Star sites)

3.3 Machine learning algorithms
LR, DT, RF, and ANN or MLP are the machine learning algorithms used in this article. LR is an ML
technique that allows we to model linear relationships between variables. DT is a supervised, non
parametric ML method capable of �nding complex nonlinear relationships in data. DT can perform
classi�cation and regression tasks. In this article, we focus on DT with a regression task. The signi�cant
hyperparameter that can improve the performance of the algorithm is the maximum tree depth that we
set to 4 (i.e. max_depth = 4). Further details on decision tree algorithms can be found in [35]. The decision
tree built from the DT model is presented in “Fig. 1”.
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RF [36] is a combination of several DT, i.e. a forest, where each tree is generated from a new training data
set, which is a randomly sampled subset from the original training dataset. The hyper parameters of the
RF algorithm include the number of trees de�ned as 200 in this article, the maximum characteristics in an
individual tree, and the minimum number of leaf nodes needed to split an internal node.

ANNs or MLPs are ML techniques that allow the modeling of nonlinear relationships between variables.
In this paper, the MLP consists of a system of single interconnected neurons, or nodes, which is a model
representing a non-linear mapping between an input vector and an output vector. The nodes are linked by
weights and output signals which are a function of the sum of the inputs of the node modi�ed by a
simple nonlinear transfer or activation function. It is the superposition of many simple nonlinear transfer
functions that allows the MLP to approximate extremely nonlinear functions. The output of a node is
scaled by the connection weight and forwarded to be input to nodes in the next layer of the network. It
involves a direction of information processing, hence the multi-layered perceptron is known as the
anticipatory neural network. The input layer does not play any computational role but simply serves to
transmit the input vector to the network. The terms input and output vectors refer to the inputs and
outputs of the multilayer perceptron and can be represented as single vectors. The input is made up of 13
neurons and we have 3 hidden layers each containing 13 neurons. A single layer consisting of a neuron
represents the output.

A little detail on DNN

Deep learning is a machine learning technique that uses multiple-layer architectures to extract features at
different levels of abstraction from raw data. These different layers are generally organized in the form of
a neural network. A basic DNN is a composition of several layers consisting of weights. Each layer takes
the output of its previous layer as input and typically applies a nonlinear activation function to calculate
its own output. In our study, the Recti�ed Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function is used. ReLU is the most
commonly used activation function in deep learning models. The function returns 0 if it receives a
negative input, but for any positive x value it returns that value. At the �nal layer, this results in rate
prediction and this process is known as feedforward propagation. A visualization of an DNN is shown in
“Fig. 2”. During the training phase, the prediction loss of the model is calculated via a pre-de�ned loss
function. The loss is then back-propagated through the network via gradient descent to update the
weights of each layer. This cycle of forward and backward propagation is repeated which reduces the
loss until convergence. Models with this basic architecture are known as MLP and have already been
used to model data both in the network and in other application domains [37, 25]. The difference between
DNN and MLP models is that we have forward propagation for the former while at the latter we have a
repeated cycle of forward and backward propagation.

The classical supervised learning approach needs features and labels. For this purpose, data tra�c at the
downlink level (I1), data tra�c at the uplink level (I2), total data tra�c (I3), maximum number of active
users (I4), signaling protocol (I5), uplink user rate (I6), downlink user rate (I7), physical resource block rate
for downlink (I8), block rate physical resources for uplink (I9), load data logging (I10), channel quality
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indicator (I11), downlink radio delay average (I12), are used as features. The perceived rate at the downlink
is the label for the model. The DNN was designed as shown in “Fig. 2” with trees hidden layers. The O1
output of the DNN is the predicted value of the perceived throughput of the downlink.

As shown in this “Fig. 2”, the network architecture has sequential, densely connected layers with recti�ed
linear unit activation functions as neurons. The mean square error between predicted
DL_perceived_throughput and measured DL_perceived_throughput was minimized during training
process with Adam optimizer. The ReLU activation function is used at each of the hidden layers. The
activation function creates a non-linear relationship between the input and the output [37].

The operator of Orange Senegal could implement these ML algorithms through deployments in a cloud
environment, on edge (in devices or sensors), or in an on-premises environment.

4 Analysis Methodology
The impact of the independent variables on the dependent variable or the target variable is the subject of
this analysis. In our case, the dependent variable is DL_perceived_throughput and all other variables are
the independent variables. We use �ve ML techniques, LR, DT, RF, MLP and DNN to �nd any hidden
relationship between other variables and the perceived rate of the downlink, more precisely, we want to
discover the variable that most signi�cantly affects the perceived throughput.

We begin our analysis by examining the visible correlation between other variables and
DL_perceived_throughput. Then these �ve techniques are used to try to �nd a hidden relationship
between other variables and DL_perceived_throughput. Under these speci�c conditions, 80% of the data
in the randomly selected data set constitutes the training set, while the remaining 20% of the data
comprises the test set. “Fig. 3” visualizes all training and testing data We use the variables from the
training set as input to LR, DT, RF, MLP or DNN to train the model. Finally, we use the model trained with
variables from the test set to predict the perceived throughput, i.e. DL_perceived_throughput in the test
set.

5 Results And Discussions

5.1 Correlation analysis
The correlation between the characteristics of the dataset provides crucial information about the
characteristics and the degree of in�uence they have on the dependent variable. Pearson's heat map
showing the correlation between features is shown in “Fig. 4 ”.

This “Fig. 4” reveals a strong positive correlation between variables such as Throughput_DL_user,
CQI_Avg and DL_perceived_throughput. A relatively weak positive correlation is observed between CDR
and DL_perceived_throughput. We have a weak negative correlation between DL_perceived_throughput
and the other variables.
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5.2 Predictive analysis
During this analysis, we compare, using ML techniques, the performance of different RMSE variables to
predict the perceived throughput of the downlink. RMSE determines the error between the predicted and
actual values of the �ow in the test set and its expression is given by:

RMSE =
1
N ∑ N

i=1 A | i − Pi
2

1

Where Ai is the ith value of DL_perceived_throughput in the test set, Pi is the ith corresponding predicted
value of DL_perceived_throughput, and N is the number of DL_perceived_throughput observations in the
test set. Using the LR technique gives us in Table 2 the RMSE between the actual values of
DL_perceived_throughput in the test set and the predicted values.

Table 2
RMSE between actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in test set and predicted

values when using LR model
Method Variable used in prediction for DL_perceived_throughput RMSE

LR DL_Tra�c 10.17

Tra�c_UL 11.91

Total_Tra�c 11.33

Active_user_Max 7.60

RRC_user_Max 33.51

throughput_UL_user 3331.72

Throughput_DL_user 11937.21

DL_PRB_Rate 8.54

UL_PRB_Rate 8.54

CDR 13.12

CQI_Avg 5.65

Radio_DL_Delay_avg 52.50

An RMSE of 5.65 is obtained when CQI_Avg in the test set is used in combination with the LR model to
generate predicted values for DL_perceived_throughput. With the DT, the RMSE between the actual values
of DL_perceived_throughput in the test set and the predicted values is given in Table 3.

√ ( )
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Table 3
RMSE between actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in test set and predicted

values when using DT model
Method Variable used in prediction for DL_perceived_throughput RMSE

DT DL_Tra�c 9.96

Tra�c_UL 12.00

Total_Tra�c 11.11

Active_user_Max 7.67

RRC_user_Max 33.49

throughput_UL_user 3331.70

Throughput_DL_user 11937.14

DL_PRB_Rate 8.52

UL_PRB_Rate 8.61

CDR 13.23

CQI_Avg 5.78

Radio_DL_Delay_avg 52.37

We get an RMSE of 5.78 when CQI_Avg in the test set is used in combination with the �tted DT model to
generate the predicted values for DL_perceived_throughput. Using the RF technique, the RMSE between
the actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in the test set and the predicted values is given in Table 4.
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Table 4
RMSE between actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in test set and predicted

values when using RF model
Method Variable used in prediction for DL_perceived_throughput RMSE

RF DL_Tra�c 9.96

Tra�c_UL 11.71

Total_Tra�c 11.15

Active_user_Max 7.37

RRC_user_Max 33.54

throughput_UL_user 3331.85

Throughput_DL_user 11937.38

DL_PRB_Rate 8.28

UL_PRB_Rate 8.31

CDR 12.94

CQI_Avg 5.43

Radio_DL_Delay_avg 52.54

From this Table 4, an RMSE of 5.43 is obtained when CQI_Avg in the test set is used in combination with
the RF model �tted to give the predicted values of DL_perceived_throughput. With ANN or MLP, the RMSE
between the actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in the test set and the predicted values is given in
Table 5.
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Table 5
RMSE between actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in test set and predicted

values when using MLP model
Method Variable used in prediction for DL_perceived_throughput RMSE

MLP DL_Tra�c 10.12

Tra�c_UL 11.90

Total_Tra�c 11.26

Active_user_Max 7.49

RRC_user_Max 33.16

throughput_UL_user 3331.74

Throughput_DL_user 11937.26

DL_PRB_Rate 8.49

UL_PRB_Rate 8.53

CDR 13.13

CQI_Avg 5.72

Radio_DL_Delay_avg 52.45

This Table 5 gives an RMSE of 5.72 when CQI_Avg in the test set is used in combination with the MLP
model �tted to give the predicted values for DL_perceived_throughput. With the DNN model, the RMSE
between the actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in the test set and the predicted values is given in
Table 6.
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Table 6
RMSE between actual values of DL_perceived_throughput in test set and predicted

values when using DNN model
Method Variable used in prediction for DL_perceived_throughput RMSE

DNN DL_Tra�c 11.96

Tra�c_UL 12.11

Total_Tra�c 13.30

Active_user_Max 7.80

RRC_user_Max 31.12

throughput_UL_user 3159.79

Throughput_DL_user 12292.75

DL_PRB_Rate 9.01

UL_PRB_Rate 8.77

CDR 13.28

CQI_Avg 6.04

Radio_DL_Delay_avg 56.50

From this Table 6, an RMSE of 6.04 is obtained when CQI_Avg in the test set is used in combination with
the DNN model �tted to give the predicted values of DL_perceived_throughput. Thus, the DNN model
further con�rms that the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) represented here by the CQI_Avg parameter is a
good predictor of throughput because it gives the lowest RMSE compared to the other input parameters
of the DNN model.

5.3 Model prediction performance.
In this part, we use training and test datasets to train and evaluate each of our models.

“Fig. 5” illustrates actual values of DL_perceived_throughput vs. Predictions generated when using the LR,
DT, RF and MLP models. The black colored line reffered to as test set in this �gure represents the actual
values of the DL_perceived_throughput in the test set.

We evaluate these �ve ML models (LR, DT, RF, MLP and DNN) on the dataset using two regression
metrics: RMSE and R-Squared.

The RMSE is the square root of the root mean square errors and its expression is given in Eq. (1).

The R-Squared metric, also known as the coe�cient of determination, provides an indication of how the
model predicts invisible values. R-Squared is calculated using Eq. (2).
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r2 = 1 −
SSE
SST0

2

where SSE is the sum of the squared error and SSTO is the total sum of the squared values.

SSE = ∑ N
i=1 Pj − Ᾱ 2

3

SST0 = ∑ N
i=1 Pi − Ᾱ 2

4

where Pj, Ᾱ are respectively the predicted and mean value of the target variable.

The MAE metric measures the average of the magnitude of errors over the test set with N data points. Its
expression is given in Eq. (5).

MAE =
1

2N ∑ N
i=1 A i − Pi

5

RMSE and MAE are negatively oriented scores, which means lower values are better.

In addition, RMSE is preferable to MAE when the behavior of outliers is important as is the case in our
study.

The prediction performance of each ML algorithm is evaluated on a set of test data. The predicted values
of DL_perceived_throughput versus actual values in the data set are plotted in “Fig. 6” for models (LR, DT,
RF, MLP).

After implementing the DNN model, a set of training and testing or validation data to measure model
performance. Thus, the MAE metric is used to see training and validation losses. These losses can be
seen in “Fig. 7”.

This �gure above shows low training and validation losses that can justify the throughput prediction
performance with this DNN model.

The prediction performance of the DNN model can be seen in “Fig. 8”.

As we can observe in this “Fig. 8” above, our DNN model predicts the throughput with great accuracy.

( )

( )

| |
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“Fig. 9” illustrates the relationship between the actual values of each predictor (independent variable) and
the predicted values of DL_perceived_throughput by DNN model.

Performance Comparison of All Models

The comparison between the different models in this study is made based on evaluation metrics such as
accuracy, MAE and RMSE. The static results of these metrics are grouped in the table below.

Table 7
Performance evaluation

Metrics LR DT RF MLP DNN

MAE 0.72 0.90 0.63 1.10 0.49

RMSE 0.92 1.40 0.83 1.58 0.73

accuracy 91.75% 81.01% 93.31% 75.73% 96.1%

The results listed in Table 7 show that the �ve models can be used effectively for prediction. According to
Table 7, DNN offers better performance (i.e. low RMSE value = 0.73, smaller MAE value = 0.49 and with
higher accuracy = 96.1%).

For more details on the comparison between these different models, we have visualized in the form of a
bar chart each of the evaluation metrics for each model. “Fig. 10, 11, 12” illustrate these bar charts.

As can be seen, “Fig. 10, 11, 12” show that the DNN is the best model because it offers the smallest
RMSE and MAE. This DNN world also offers the highest accuracy up to 91.1%.

We present below the functional diagram of the model / system.

Random Forest – Decision tree

1. For k=1 to B

(a) Draw N sample points from the collected data from the MUEs and the neighboring small cell base
stations (SBSs) to form a bootstrap at the designated SBS

(b) Grow a random forest tree Tb to the bootstrapped data by recursively repeating the following steps for
each terminal node of the tree until the minimum size nmin is reached

i. Select   m variables at random from the p variables

ii. Pick the best variable/split-point among the m variables

iii. Split the node into two daughter nodes

2. Output the ensemble of trees Tb
B
1

.{ }
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The prediction of a new parameter value from the u = input data x is given by the regression

‘
f
B

RF(x) =
1
B ∑ B

b=1Tb(x)

The classi�cation is given by the majority vote as follows:

Let Cb(x) be the class prediction of the both random forest tree, then

CB
RF(x) = majorityvote{Cb(x)}B

1

With the proposed RF algorithm, each SBS applies the RF locally using its own data and the data received
from the neighboring SBSs to construct the bootstrap. The contribution to this scheme is the sharing of
data by the SBSs which enables a dynamic cooperation clustering and effective parameter classi�cation.
The cluster of SBSs exchanging data is of a variable size too.

The optimization technique used for our model is cross validation. The method used is GridSearchCV
from Scikit-Learn.

6 Conclusion
In this article, we investigated the relationship between perceived downlink throughput and other
variables of Orange Senegal's 4G network. Our main objective was to �nd which variable signi�cantly
affected the perceived downlink speed. To achieve this, we used machine learning techniques, including
linear regression, decision tree, random forest, and arti�cial neural networks or multilayer perceptron. A
deep learning technique such as DNN is used in order to extend this study and obtain more precise
results. The prediction performance on the dataset is studied in detail on the �ve ML and DL algorithms,
where DNN showed the highest accuracy. During the predictive analysis, models like LR, DT, RF, MLP, and
DNN managed to �nd the hidden relationship between CQI_Avg and DL_perceived_throughput. With these
�ve models, CQI_Avg was able to closely capture the variation in perceived �ow. The perceived speed of
4G downlink is generally perceived to be related to channel quality or load data recording. However,
analysis of a mobile dataset from Orange Senegal's 4G network using machine learning and deep
learning techniques revealed that CQI_Avg was the variable that most affected perceived network
throughput. 4G. Such a relationship cannot be seen by a correlation analysis. Using machine learning and
deep learning based on predictive analytics, we discovered a very strong relationship between CQI_Avg
and perceived downlink throughput. This result may have important implications for the implementation
of better very high speed mobile networks such as the �fth generation (5G). This work could be extended
in the future to predict packet loss in very high-speed mobile networks made up of small cells. A detailed
study on the state of the transmission channel in ultra-dense networks made up of small cells is also
interesting.
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Figure 1

Decision Tree
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Figure 2

Typical DNN model

Figure 3

Distribution of training and testing datasets
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Figure 4

Correlation between data features

Figure 5

Actual VS. predicted values of throughput

Figure 6
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Prediction performance for each model

Figure 7

Evolution of training and validation losses using the MAE metric

Figure 8

Prediction performance for DNN model

Figure 9

Actual VS. predicted values of throughput

Figure 10

Prediction accuracy of DNN, RF, LR, DT and MLP models

Figure 11

Performance measurement using MAE

Figure 12

Performance measurement using RMSE

Figure 13

Distributing the dataset after preprocessing.


